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design activities to foster innovation and protect
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This paper is intended for both patent practitioners and designers, as

well as those who manage or rely on one or both of these functions in

business roles. Patent-Integrated Design Strategy is presented as a

way to make the patent process align with the goals of an orgnaization

that is, or seeks to become, design-centric. It works to provide

strategically useful information and direction for the design process

and to leverage design insight to improve the value of investments in

IP protection.
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E
ffective use of design is increasingly recognized as a critical factor in

driving success in today’s corporate world. Design is essential for

creating products that capture consumers’ interest and imagination,

promote engagement between people and objects, and foster

customer loyalty to a brand. For companies looking to maximize design’s

effectiveness, however, it may not be enough to simply employ or hire more

designers. Companies that understand how design works, elevate both design

and designers within their organizational structure, and activate design as a key

strategic enabler and resource for innovation and positive internal change are

reported to not only improve sales and growth, but to have healthier

organizations and more effective management.

Intellectual property (IP) rights—mainly in the form of patents—are widely

recognized as an important tool for protecting the work of designers, but we

rarely consider whether the working relationships between patent practitioners

and designers reaches the level of understanding and strategic enablement that

many are now looking for in other areas of business. It has been never been

more true that “a critical success factor for design is the level of integration and

engagement across multiple business functions.”1 Looking at the operational

system between patents and design it is clear that, while the two may be heavily

involved, there hasn’t yet been enough real thought on how they can be

optimally integrated.

To that end, I’ve developed an operational framework that I call Patent-

Integrated Design Strategy. Implementing this framework can make patent work

strategically useful to the design and innovation process, while better leveraging

design insight to improve patent value and develop effective patent strategies.

Patent-Integrated Design Strategy is, essentially, a different approach to how

patent research is conducted and used, as well as how IP is harvested and

protected. This approach allows patent issues to be considered as a matter of

course within and alongside existing design work without interrupting the

progress and creative flow of design. It also helps prioritize patent filings and

inform timing and budget decisions. Implementing the approach set out in this

paper will help design produce even more innovative solutions with a clearer

path to implementation along more predictable timetables. On a higher level,

Notes:

1 Jeneanne Rae. “Design Value Index

Exemplars Outperform the S&P 500

(Again) and a New Crop of Design

Leaders Emerge”, dmi:review, p. 5,

vol.27, issue 4. January, 2017, quoting

Eric Quint, Chief Design Officer, 3M.

The next step in
developing a corporate
culture that supports
and enables Design
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our Patent-Integrated Design Strategy can enhance the effective use of design

as an organizational tool for managing uncertainty and can help increase or

restore patent value.

The most effective way to integrate patents and design uses a patent-

integration specialist as a member or extension of an in-place design team. A

patent-integration specialist can be a patent practitioner with comprehensive

design knowledge, a designer versed in patents, patent strategy and the guiding

principles of an integrated approach, or even a team with the necessary

combined knowledge. This individual or team can help the larger design team

consider patent research as a component of overall design research and

evaluation by participating in ideation or other divergent thinking exercises using

knowledge and insight from patent research.

Patent-integrated design strategy is a framework for addressing patent

matters from within—not merely alongside—design work. At its core is a

recognition that, when most effective, design is a process to utilize a broad base

of knowledge and empathy to develop an optimized user-experience centered

on a product, interface, service, or ecosystem. Effective integration of patent

matters with the design process starts with a deep understanding of the

progression of design work through that process and working to develop a

framework to provide patent-related information and guidance to design based

on what is specifically needed at all stages of the process.

By considering patents along with other criteria, such as user preference,

manufacturability and cost, patent roadblocks can be uncovered early and dealt

with. I emphasize leveraging parallel design considerations to guide the design

team away from patent problems toward other promising areas or indicating

where effort should be used to work around or resolve patent issues directly.

INTRODUCTION
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This thinking allows a patent-integration specialist to make valuable contribution

to the design team that helps design to add even more value and shifts

overhead patent costs to beneficial innovation development. Of course, all of

the insight gained and shared also leads to better, more valuable patents built

directly around innovative products. The result is increased design insight, which

leads to greater and more readily implemented innovations with a known path

to valuable patent protection. ■

-Michael Hages

Partner, Price Heneveld LLP

M
ichael Hages is the developer of Price

Heneveld's Patent-Integrated Design Strategy

program and has the necessary background

to work as or train a patent-integration specialist or to

take on varying roles within a patent integration team.

He turned his lifelong appreciation for design into the

focus of his career when he left his role in the patent

department of a prominent global law firm to study

Industrial Design in the Master’s program at Pratt

Institute in Brooklyn, New York. Upon returning to his

practice of patent law, Mike worked with major

corporations in expanding their knowledge in and use

of design patents.

While his time at Pratt helped Mike develop the

ability to understand and discuss visual design, it also

gave him an expanded appreciation for the

significance of design work that goes beyond

appearance and taught him how the best designs

effectively use thier visual aspects to augment product

function and enhance

user experience. His work

helping companies with design patents and working

closely with designers helped him to see that there is

generally a lack of understanding of key aspects of

design by many companies and patent practitioners.

Mike also saw that the separation between patent

work and design work was ultimately harmful to design

and was a disservice to the companies that hire or

employ designers. Since that time, Mike has worked to

evolve his practice (which now spans over ten years)

into one that facilitates a closer, more productive

relationship between patents and design.  □

In-Depth Knowledge of IP and Design

INTRODUCTION
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P
ut as simply as possible, we need a different approach to patents

within the context of design because existing “systems” are not set up

to handle the specific process that design uses to innovate. Many are

aware, but it bears repeating, that the processes and interactions that

most patent practitioners use were established by scientists and engineers2 to

evaluate and protect the work of other scientists and engineers. Over time,

these processes and interactions have coalesced into established systems for

dealing with all patent matters, including those that originate from the work of

designers.

Disciplines within science and engineering are based on processes that

work in a rigidly linear manner. The scientific method involves developing one

hypothesis and sequentially trying limited ideas aimed at solving one problem

until a specific working solution is found. The proposed ideas either work or they

don’t, and the work either continues or moves on to another solution or another

hypothesis altogether. Work within this process has led to the implementation of

a patent system similar to what’s shown in Figure 1 (page 7), where an inventor

works over time toward a single result. That work is, essentially, complete when

the result is known to work along the lines of the initial hypothesis. At that

point, the inventor begins working with a patent practitioner, either directly or

through a corporate IP department, to evaluate the work product from a patent

perspective. When that evaluation work reveals a problem3, the project has

essentially been completed. This means that the solution is either “cleared”

and gets implemented or it is not cleared and gets scrapped.

Even in this process, these clearance issues can be disruptive, particularly

when a project is the part of a larger program, such as a component of a

product. However, traditional business or engineering programs often treat

underlying projects like separate linear tasks, only related by the end product or

anticipated bottlenecks or milestones. This treatment means that a delay on

one projected simply means a hold on production or a program while a solution

is developed, at which point work resumes.

Notes:

2 The U.S. Patent Office requires that

patent practitioners have a science or

technical background (whether or not

they have a law degree) to represent

an inventor before the Office.

3 Problems involving patents are most-

often in the form of a serious question

of whether already-existing patent

rights may impact whether the

company can make, use, or sell a

product or design.

Design needs a
different approach to
patents.
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Design Is Fundamentally Different
The design process, on the other hand, is intentionally nonlinear and has

evolved to specifically de-emphasize the narrow-focused reductive, or

convergent, thinking common in science and engineering (as well as traditional

business). Design uses a creative approach to problem solving that explores a

given situation to find new ideas and solutions before testing any solutions or

otherwise focusing efforts. The process is carried out on an iterative basis,

where testing is used to discover new problems or to inform additional

exploration, with each step building on previous work to develop a solution or a

group of related solutions. From the beginning stages, design looks beyond a

simple hypothesis or interesting concept, instead focusing on the end product

from the perspective of the intended user. This type of focus means that the

iterations and discoveries of the design process touch all aspects of a product

so that every minute detail of a design is considered both on its own and in

relation to every other detail throughout the work on a project.

It is precisely this user-driven, exploratory, and iterative approach that helps

design innovate and turn those innovations into compelling products. Following

the design process also means that there are any number of different ideas,

concepts, or details to consider with respect to patents at any given time, any

one of which could result in a clearance issue that cascades throughout the

entire project. As shown in Figure 2 (page 8), when we shoehorn the iterative,

exploratory approach of design into the current inventor-patent system, timing

and organization issues can result in time lost to clearing or reworking ideas

that end up ultimately being dropped. Even worse, these issues can result in

patent work that uncovers problems for a product otherwise ready for

implementation when it’s prohibitively late to appropriately address those

problems. Because design works to develop harmonious products, where all

details interrelate, there isn’t just a hold on projects related to disparate

components; there’s a total reworking of the design, starting when or before the

problematic idea was conceived.

FIGURE 1 Over time patent

practitioners have developed a system

for working with inventors that is

based around the process and needs

of science and engineering.

PART I: A DIFFERENT APPROACH
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Same Tasks. Different Approach.
The reason why design and the design process are so broadly valuable4 is

because both are exceptionally adept at dealing with uncertainty. The design

process helps to manage and work through uncertainty related to discerning

what products consumers actually want, anticipating how technology changes

product landscapes, or whether an idea will actually work as a product. When

given the right information at the right time, the design process can even be

used to deal with uncertainty due to patents. The key leveraging the design

process in this way is to actually understand the design process, the essential

tasks it involves, and why those tasks are so important for dealing with

uncertainty and delivering innovation.5

Looking at the tasks involved in the individual iterations of the design

process, it is possible to find a way to prevent patent clearance issues from

causing catastrophic problems. While the exact sequence of activity that results

from following the design process is intentionally fluid, the process itself is

based on a series of general steps that repeat through several iterations of

general activities. (See sidebar on p. 10.) By comparing these essential design

tasks with the tasks and goals of patent work, we can see that there are some

similar actions taken for common purposes. Notably, both the design process

and patent work rely heavily on research and extracting meaning and insight

from what research reveals.

When clearance issues arise during the design process, the design team

and patent practitioner undertake the often-grueling task of redesigning around

any problematic patents. It's during this type of work that conflict between

designers and patent practitioners often arises. Under the common approaches

to patents, design is often made aware of problems late in the design process.

These late-stage problems require backtracking that unravels all of the earlier

iterative work. The redesign work is then often done in a rush, making it

exceedingly difficult to replicate the quality and effectiveness of the prior,

4 Aside from design’s ability to create

beautiful, user-friendly products.

5 Some argue that this is what all

business is supposed to do. See Rae,

n. 1, supra.

FIGURE 2 When the existing patent

system is applied to design, issues of

timing and orgnaization with respect to

design's many ideas complicate the

working relationship.

PART I: A DIFFERENT APPROACH
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wasted effort. Patent practitioners often prove to be of little actual help in

redesign situations, but as we can see, that may be because patent

practitioners normally have not been through the process that got the design

team to where they were, meaning that they don’t have anywhere near the level

of insight the design team does and don’t know what’s already been tried, what

worked, and what did not.

Most companies only ask patent practitioners to either initially provide

broad state of the art research at the outset of design work6 or to clear a

finished, or near-finished, product. In these situations, the design team has to

either stay within the “whitespace” identified by initial patent research or braces

for “the answer” from lawyers as they prepare to cut tooling or go live.7 Either

way, patent work and design work remain isolated from one another. Design

cannot manage patent uncertainty without patents being an actual part of the

process so that patent research and evaluation can inform and influence the

design work and the resulting design. Similarly, patent work struggles to be

actually useful when practitioners are kept largely in the dark.

To fix this relationship, Patent-Integrated Design strategy gives a framework

for patent practitioners to work closely with design teams to make sure that

patent work follows design's lead through the process. Under this framework,

patent practitioners break up their work into tasks that mirror design tasks and

complete those tasks together with design. As a result, patent research can take

into account the results of ongoing design research and evaluation, all while

providing information coordinated to match in purpose and scope of concurrent

design work to actively help, rather than simply check, the design process.  ■

6 See Lisa Adams. “8 Steps to

Establishing a Corporate IP Culture”,

Inside Counsel, available at

https://goo.gl/zqwtmN. November 14,

2014. The steps discussed are

generally effective. However, when the

corporate culture is already design-

driven, a different approach is needed

to make sure that the IP culture

supports design.

7 Even whitespace-identifying state of

the art research may fail to capture

the level of detail that a project gets to

in later iterations. In some instances,

this research may, misleadingly, fail to

clearly identify any whitespace.

"The key is to understand the design process,
what essential tasks it involves, and why
they’re so important for dealing with
uncertainty and delivering innovation."
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D
esign uses a creative approach to problem

solving that explores a given situation to find new

ideas and solutions before testing or evaluating

those solutions to focus or direct subsequent work.

Exploration and evaluation are done on an iterative

basis, where testing is used to discover problems to

resolve or to inform additional exploration, with each

step building on previous work to develop a solution or a

group of related solutions.

Each iteration of the design process involves a

series of steps that may be loosely followed and starts

with research, followed by ideation (or concept

generation) based on previous work and informed by the

research. Subsequently, the ideas, or at least the most

promising ones, are put in some sort of tangible form,

including mockups, rough prototypes, visual models and

the like, and evaluated. At times, the evaluation process

involves quantified testing but is more often based on

subjective assessments involving usability and appeal.

Distillation of the evaluation results can form a

basis for and give direction to the next iteration by

highlighting features in need of further development,

shifting focus to one or a subset of the evaluated

concepts, or by indicating that a wholesale change in

direction is needed. At times, this distillation can

function as research directly, immediately leading into

the next iteration. More often, the evaluation frames or

directs a new round of research to narrower aspects of a

concept or to a different area entirely.

If done correctly, the process doesn’t just result in

the team blindly drilling-down on one initial idea in a

linear manner, but rather promotes continuous

exploration. The exploratory nature of the design process

can also allow work to branch off on concepts in

different product areas altogether, with promising

evaluations resulting in many directions being

considered simultaneously. Eventually, evaluation will

indicate when a concept is ready to be refined and

moved toward implementation.  □

The Design Process

FIGURE 3 The design process involves

a series of iterations on a set of key

tasks.
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T
he key to actually integrating patent considerations into the design

process is to go beyond simply increasing the frequency with which

design ideas are formalized as disclosures or requiring faster results

from external patent practitioners. As illustrated in Figure 4 (page 12),

an improved process uses a patent-integration specialist as a member of the

design team. The patent-integration specialist has a combination of skills that

allows the specialist to operate in a hybrid role, participating in ideation or other

divergent thinking exercises using knowledge and insight from patent research.

This participation helps the design team consider patent research as a

component of overall design research and evaluation.8

Fundamentally, an integrated approach allows design to consider patent

research in abductive, or divergent, thinking and uses patents as a criterion for

reductive thinking (i.e., through the evaluation step of the design process). The

patent-integration specialist's involvement with the design process makes it

possible for patent work to account for both the depth and detail of the

coinciding design research. In this way, the patent research can match design

research conceptually, as well as in focus, and can be tailored to ensure the

results provided are useful for concept evaluation with other design criteria. This

work is all done with knowledge that the focus of the project may shift or that

additional iterations may resolve minor issues down the road.9

Seamless Patent Insight
On a more detailed level, the patent-integration specialist tracks specific

ideas, particularly those that rise to the level of a potentially patentable

invention. The specialist searches or coordinates searches on ideas that are

deemed ready for searching and relevant to the design process and considers

the results of that research for their actual or potential effects on infringement

Notes:

8 Participation also ensures that

patent work focuses only on what is

immediately useful to design,

including by considering how much

farther the design work has to go.

9 In some cases, we can even use

insight—based on indications from the

design process overall—into where

those shifts may lead, and what issues

might be resolved (and how).

"By considering patents along with other
criteria, patent roadblocks can be uncovered
early and dealt with."

How Patent-Integrated
Design Strategyworks
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and patentability as a matter of course within the design work.

For the patent research and evaluation, it’s important that the patent-

integration specialist’s work begin by the initial phase of design research so that

the patent-integration specialist can maintain the same knowledge base as the

rest of the design team and can avoid disrupting work from the outset. From

there, early research will likely be broad and soft-focused, with the patent-

integration specialist looking for general areas of possible solutions to the

design problem. The patent-integration specialist will uncover insight into what

others, including competitors, have done and where they seem to have failed.

The goal at this stage is to inform subsequent design work, not to limit it. Once

concept creation and evaluation has begun, the same research will be used to

incorporate patent considerations into evaluations and use the results as input

in determining the next step of the design process.

With knowledge of the design process, particularly how concepts are

evaluated within design's iterative framework, patent considerations can easily

be incorporated into existing evaluation frameworks and can be made using

existing tools. As shown in Figure 5 (page 13), one “value sorting” matrix10 has

the design team focus on separate aspects of every concept being evaluated to

score and potentially rank those concepts. The aspects considered include two

areas directly related to patent considerations: viability, which can consider

whether existing patent rights can prevent a product built around or including

that concept from entering the market, and protectability, which can consider

how likely a valuable patent can be obtained on that concept.

By conducting patent research on the specific ideas or concepts being

considered at a given time, the patent-integration specialist can help ensure

that those patent-related considerations are based on actual patent research

and analysis, instead of a vague subjective feeling likely based on how novel the

10 Adapted from a similar matrix,

presented with a thorough explanation

of its use, at Tim Fletcher. "Value

Sorting", available at https://goo.gl/

DCFiUA. June 29, 2015.

FIGURE 4 The incorporation of a

Patent-Integration Specialist with a

design team results in a more

streamlined system for addressing

patent matters.
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design team thinks their work is. Existing processes that involve waiting to

search only when concepts are fully developed or that search only at specific

checkup points during the development process can sometimes make patent

concerns weigh down the design process.11 By putting patent considerations

directly alongside other design considerations on the same level as patent

research according to our integrated process, the team can avoid letting the

patent concerns have an outsized influence on the direction of the design

work. Similarly, out of place patent work can confuse issues or overwhelm

evaluation with speculative details. Our integrated process also avoids even

those situations.

Conducting patent research and evaluations in a deliberate, integrated

manner can be incredibly beneficial to the design process, particularly by

combining insights from patent work with those generated by design work at

the evaluation stage. As discussed previously, the design process is used to

prevent blindly drilling-down from one initial idea in a linear manner and,

instead, to promote continuous exploration and movement toward the best

possible solutions. It is the evaluation step that provides the opportunity for

the design team to gather itself and make sure things are moving in the right

direction with respect to the concept, relevant details, and the overall plan. A

careful evaluation using the right criteria can help the team distill the results

of its work and feed them forward to influence actions in subsequent

iterations. Regular evaluations can reveal serious issues indicating that the

team should pivot by resetting or redefining the ultimate goal, as shown in the

11 These types of activities are

discussed in Adams, n. 6, supra.

FIGURE 5 Existing evaluation tools

facilitate easy incorporation of patent

considerations.
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orbital expansion of the design process diagram of Figure 6.12 The exploratory

design process can also allow for evaluation of concepts in different product

areas altogether, with promising evaluations resulting in multiple directions

being considered simultaneously, or can indicate when a concept is ready to be

refined and moved toward implementation.

By considering patents along with other criteria, such as user preference,

manufacturability, cost, etc., patent roadblocks can be uncovered early and

dealt with just like any other negative evaluation result. There is a good chance

that, by deliberately incorporating patent work of the right scope throughout the

design process, patents may simply mesh with other design considerations to

guide work away from solutions with latent patent problems to other clearer

areas before anyone even has to stop and say "this is a problem." Making patent

tasks an integrated part of the design process, rather than an eleventh-hour

scramble, can keep patent issues from diluting design work and can even help

unlock insights or provide guidance toward new levels of innovation. Essentially,

this integrated process turns patent matters from latent nightmares to the type

of constraints that design is more used to dealing with.13

Putting It All Together
Because the patent-integration specialist keeps track of all ideas—including

how they relate to each other—as a matter of course, the design team does not

12 See Tim Fletcher. "Misunderstood

Failure and the Oort Cloud of

Possibilities", available at

https://goo.gl/1XyN2P. December 8,

2015.

13 It has been said that “[t]he willing

and even enthusiastic acceptance of

competing constraints is the

foundation of design thinking.” Tim

Brown. Change by Design, p. 18.

HarperCollins. Kindle Edition. Sept. 9,

2016.

FIGURE 6 Patent-Integrated Design

Strategy helps patents guide the

exploratory design process toward

solutions with easier paths to

implementation and patentability

alongside other design criteria.
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need to identify those potential inventions or fill out disclosure forms for review.

Eliminating the continuous, repeated paperwork of disclosures saves time and

prevents ideas from being moved along before they’re really ready to be

searched or put into a patent application. The specialist also keeps track of

potential patent filings, determining when concepts are ready for a patent

application and considering when early filing is beneficial or when a delay is

strategically preferable.

Concepts for which early filing is beneficial or where filing is a certainty can

be spun out as applications in a timely manner, with the patent-integration

specialist managing contact and communication with the patent practitioner

drafting the applications.14 Similarly, if input of patent counsel is needed for

evaluation work, the specialist coordinates that with outside counsel, ensuring it

is focused and can be completed for consideration without interrupting or

delaying the design process. For the design team, the patent-integration

specialist's work means that close calls or major issues can be reviewed quickly

and timely in an isolated manner, without engaging counsel for time-consuming

full-scale evaluations, and without missing smaller issues that early landscaping

can miss. Formal opinions of counsel can be delayed until they can cover a final

product, while the general nature of that opinion is already known to the design

team.

The comprehensive design knowledge of the patent-integration specialist

can also provide an understanding of what design needs and actually

synthesize patent and design work when needed. By including a patent-

integration specialist in the design process, the design team is freed from

paperwork and constantly tracking their own disclosures and is relieved from

worrying about when a patent issue may arise and what work it will undo.

Beyond that, the patent-integrated specialist's work gives valuable insight to the

design process that goes well-beyond that of normal patent work.  ■

14 Non-urgent applications or those

not quite ready for filing can be

delayed and put in a final “IP package”

(as illustrated in Figure 4) that groups

similar concepts and prioritizes what’s

actually being implemented.

"Making patent tasks an integrated part of the
design process...can keep patent issues from
diluting design work and can even help
unlock insights or provide guidance toward
new levels of innovation."
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T
he specific steps taken to implement and use a

patent-integrated design strategy will necessarily

vary depending on any organization's specific

approach to design, a design team's composition, and

its integration within the company. That said, just as

design involves a flexible progression through iterations

on key tasks, a patent-integrated design process will

have tasks that coincide with those design tasks. The

patent tasks, shown below, will vary in their goals and

execution in ways that will be familiar to anyone used to

working in or with design.  □

Patent-Integrated Design
Strategy Timeline

1) Project Definition Patet integration specialist syncs with

the design team as soon as the project is defined.

2) Research Intial research is broad and non-detailed. Goal

is to give team idea on open, questionable, or blocked

areas.

3) Ideation Patent research helps team in idea generation.

Specialist contributes ideas based on insight from

research.

4) Evaluation Concept evaluation includes consideration of

all relevant prior research. (Which solutions are in

preferred areas? Do foreseeable details cause

concern?)

5) Iterate... Team conducts more focused research to

resolve issues using more in-depth ideation, creation

and evaluation.

...or Redefine? Design focus moves to different aspect of

concept or to different concept altogether with guidance

from patent insights.

6) Later Stages Continuing patent work shifts and adjusts

focus with design. Contributions to ideation and

evaluation are similar to earlier work.

7) Conclusion As design begins final work to

implementation, patent integration specialist resolves

any final issues and prepares IP package.

FIGURE 7 Under our Patent-Integrated Design Strategy model,

patent tasks coincide with and match scope of design activities:
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B
eing more design-centric can help boost a company’s bottom-line.15

As shown in Figure 8 (page 18), the increase in value that design can

bring to a company is significant, with companies that meet criteria

determined to reflect a design-centric culture seeing an increase in

share value over the last ten years more than 200% greater than that of the

S&P 500. Dissecting the criteria used to determine the companies included in

the Design Value Index (DVI), it can be seen that improved performance of these

companies is rooted in effective use of design's ability to create more

compelling products within valuable ecosystems, which improves sales and

enhances customer loyalty.

By aligning other corporate functions (such as marketing, sales, and

engineering) with design, companies help those functions operate more

efficiently through shared information, which helps non-designers gain a better

understanding of design intent, customer needs, and product benefits. Beyond

that, it has been shown that the activities and mindset behind the design

process have applicability beyond actual design. This use of “design thinking” in

other corporate areas has been shown to increase the effectiveness of

management and to help foster an innovative spirit throughout an

organization.16

We can already show that integrating patent research and evaluations into

the design process can help improve design’s end-product. In the same way that

working more closely with design helps other corporate areas, patents can

leverage shared knowledge with design to obtain better patents that are more

closely tied to successful products or compelling technology, while effectively

managing cost.

Leveraging Design for Better Patents
Assessing the value of a patent is a complex proposition, but it is generally

accepted that—outside of simply working to amass a vast arsenal of

patents—there is strategic value in ensuring that patent applications are broadly

applicable to products sold, relate to important aspects of those products, or

Notes:

15 Rae, n. 1, supra.

16 Roger Martin. The Design of

Business: Why Design Thinking Is the

Next Competitive Advantage, pp. 99-

103. Harvard Business Press. 2009.

Patent integration
improves patent value
and is good for
business.
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prevent others from entering a market with a similar product.17 Many companies

would prefer to spend their patent budgets on protection for viable products or

components that actually make it to market. Of course, keeping track of the

progress of all potentially-inventive aspects of an array of projects can be costly

and time-consuming. Further complicating things is the fact that many

countries, including the United States, award the patent rights of competing

inventions to the first to have filed an application. This race to the patent office,

combined with budget concerns, leads many companies to prioritize filing early

and often over filing strategically.18

In an effort to prevent ideas from falling through the cracks and to try to get

early priority for patent applications, many companies encourage and even

incentivize frequent and early disclosures of concepts.19 When design teams

submit these disclosures to earn their incentive, they might be disclosing

something that seems like a good idea and a good subject for a patent

application. The intentional iterations and explorations of the design process,

however, may actually make it difficult to tell for sure at such an early stage

whether a patent application is really needed or timely. In some instances, a

disclosed concept might end up being discarded in a few weeks or months, it

might be related to other disclosed concepts in a way that may or may not be

initially apparent, or it might end up forming the backbone of something much

larger and far more valuable than it seems when the initial disclosure is made.

Concerns like these may make an early-and-often filing strategy costly and may

result in a large number of applications for ideas that don't get implemented or

otherwise lack real strategic value.

Design obviously isn't called on to generate useless ideas. The point of

using creativity to develop a wide array of new ideas is that some of those ideas

may result in something completely new and useful, which is critical from a

patent perspective. Beyond that, the evaluation of an array of options, even

ones that objectively fail, can give insight that's ultimately valuable to the

17 See Kent Richardson, et al. “Patent

Quality Isn’t the Question. Patent

Value is the Question." IP Watchdog,

available at https://goo.

gl/9Ei53f. August 9, 2017.

18 This approach on its own may force

down per-aplicaiton costs and

negatively impact patent quality.

19 See Adams, n. 6, supra. These

types of incentives are often monetary,

which obviously adds to patent

department costs.

FIGURE 8 The Design Value Index

shows that corporate invesment in

design pays off.
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development successful ideas. Both of these benefits have a compounding

effect that makes design so successful in producing new and compelling

products. Additionally, progression through the design process can identify ideas

that seem promising, but that are not pursued, which can be used as insight as

to how competitors may respond to a successful product offering.

Design produces a lot of ideas, including a number of almost-purposefully

bad ideas to amass enough information to distill into incredibly valuable insight

about what ideas are good and why. Design also deliberately allows seemingly

bad ideas to grow and build on each other, which sometimes results in those

ideas unexpectedly yet intentionally evolving into amazing products. None of

this, however, happens at the same time or even at predictable times. As a

result, any regimented or blanket approach to tracking IP developed by design

will likely be late on filing for some ideas, early for others, or unnecessary for the

rest.

What’s needed, then, is for someone to group and track the ideas and

insight from the design process so that they can be used in place of extra patent

work that would otherwise add cost and time. Ideas that really end up being

valuable can get the detailed patent applications they deserve, while less

valuable, but related, ideas can be put in applications that intentionally have

lower priority and cost or can be used to fill out the high-value applications. With

a patent-integration specialist already in place, tracking ideas for patent-focused

research and evaluation, much of this tracking and insight-gathering is already

being done. All that's needed is for the patent-integration specialist to also

consider the ideas' significance to and place within the overall project, their

strategic patent value, and their overall readiness for patent applications. The

specialist then judges whether any early applications are warranted and when

the corresponding concepts are complete enough to proceed or whether certain

ideas should be held for later evaluation or combination with other similar ideas.

By trimming out less-valuable applications and concentrating on ideas with

high strategic value, this aspect of patent-integrated design strategy can help to

better convey design's value to a client or company.

Built In Strategy
The patent-integration specialist leverages work already being done by the

design team to develop a valuable patent strategy almost as a matter of course.

Because the patent-integration specialist understands design and is already a

part of the design process, any additional time or money spent developing a

robust patent strategy is minimized. The patent-integration specialist is in a

position with direct access to and involvement in the generation of a design and

"Any regimented or blanket approach to
tracking IP developed by design will likely be
late on filing for some ideas, early for others,
or unnecessary for the rest."
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all its related insight, and therefore has all the information and understands the

thinking behind future decisions. As a result, the patent-integration specialist

can intuit and anticipate what’s promising, what’s not, and what might lead to

something more important down the road.

It’s this thinking that’s used in construction of the IP package (discussed in

Part II) that accompanies the finished product of the design team’s work. If

done correctly, the IP package emerges as a product of the patent-integration

specialist’s other ongoing work, with the patent-integration specialist handling

the communication of the concepts and further arranging and prioritizing

concepts, which should be done concurrently with disclosure, but often isn’t.20

In fact, the presence and work of the patent-integration specialist help make

grouping and tracking ideas easier for both the design team and those

ultimately responsible for the patent filings. This is accomplished, in part, by

removing the need for the rest of the design team to continuously disclose

concepts and updates, which systematically ties those concepts and updates to

single, respective patent applications.

The resulting IP package directly corresponds with the design team's

finished product and helps build strong protection around its essential

components and traits (including appearance), while building out around

secondary ideas and concepts to add competitive distance. Intelligently

packaging IP helps capture significant benefits of advanced design and

strategic development, which is adept at creating product ecosystems and

crafting total user experiences that are difficult to capture in a single patent.21 A

well-developed IP package results in valuable sets of patents of different types

and having different focus. This approach has increased significance when

20 This is how we get to the mess of

disclosures and potential issues

illustrated in Figure 2 (Part I).

21 Charles Mauro. “Apple v. Samsung:

Implications for Product Design, User

Interface Design (UX), Software

Development and the Future of High-

Technology Consumer Products”,

available at https://goo.gl/iCKKgB.

November 29, 2012. Our approach

helps to realize these benefits under a

practical cost structure.

FIGURE 9 Research supports the view

that designers tend to pursue patents

on related groups of inventions.
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design is concerned, as it has been shown that designers tend to be named on

more patents overall—both utility and design—than non-designers.22 This trend

likely reflects design’s focus on overall user experience and its ability to tie

together disparate concepts into a cohesive product.

What’s significant here is that the patent-integration specialist is not just

involved in the design process to harvest and organize disclosures. The patent-

integration specialist is also not present to simply complete the evaluation and

clearance work that, under the current system, typically amounts to corporate

safeguarding and gets treated as overhead. Instead, the patent-integration

specialist is making a valuable contribution to the design team. This

contribution helps improve the existing ability of design to help add value and

shifts overhead to more justifiable development costs in a beneficial manner.

The ready ability to efficiently help increase patent value adds to the main

benefit of our integrated approach to patent and design strategy. The result is

increased design insight, leading to greater and more readily implemented

innovations with a known path to valuable patent protection.  ■

P
rice Heneveld is a boutique intellectual property

law firm located in Grand Rapids, Michigan that

represents clients from across the nation and

around the world. The firm is involved in every aspect of

intellectual property law, from licensing to litigation.

Having earned our clients’ confidence, we are trusted to

provide thorough, insightful work.

Our attorneys are experts in United States and

international intellectual property law. With extensive

experience and a commitment to ongoing education, we

have the expertise to successfully obtain, enforce or

defend our clients’ intellectual property rights anywhere,

worldwide. In addition to legal expertise, our attorneys

are proficient in a wide array of technical disciplines.

We are dedicated to building on our sixty-plus year

legacy of excellence, to help our clients become world

leaders in their respective industries. The mission of the

attorneys, staff and international associates of Price

Heneveld is to serve the worldwide intellectual property

law needs of our clients in a prompt, high-quality, cost-

effective, result-oriented, courteous and ethical manner.

We understand that in today’s technologically

competitive environment, a company’s intellectual

property—its innovations and creativity—is one of its most

valuable assets. We collaboratively and creatively protect

our clients’ innovations and solve their intellectual

property related challenges.  □

A History of Wide-Ranging Experience

22 “The Arts, New Growth Theory, and

Economic Development”, Brookings

Institution. May 2012. This study

assessed the impact of art and culture

on US economy, finding that 40% of

designers were also named on utility

patents, while only 2% of all utility

inventors were also named on design

patents.
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